
Dear Friends of the Forest,
This IFTDays newsletter proudly presents seminar day speaker Ben 
Page from ANFT and  workshop host Daniela Haluza from Vienna 
Medical University.  Enjoy their stories!

Ben Page
I am a Forest Therapy guide, as well as a 
trainer and mentor of guides. For the last 3 
years, I have served as the Director of Training 
for the Association of Nature and Forest 
Therapy, and I am now shifting into the new 
role of curricular design specialist for Forest 
Therapy training. 
I live in Los Angeles, California, a short drive 
away from oceans, mountains, deserts and 
forests, and it's a passion of mine to get to 
know this land and all its inhabitants. 

What are some main challenges you are facing in your work?

I find the great challenge of promoting forest therapy is in avoiding people 
conceiving of it as an extractive wellness practice, and instead as a practice of 
reciprocity with the More than Human World.

Please share one significant nature experience with us?

They're all significant, each moment is so unique, each relationship is an 
endless journey. But I will say that I love watching shooting stars in the desert.

What do you wish to gain from &  bring to IFTDays 2020?

Continue to develop community of those who love nature.  I am bringing with me 
questions, knowledge, perspective, curiosity.



Warm regards,
IFTDays Team

Daniela Haluza
I am a environmental scientist and a Public 
Health expert at the Medical University of 
Vienna. 
I am engaged in work that studies the effects of 
forest diversity on health and well-being.

What are some main challenges you are facing in 
your work?

It seems impossible to compare different 
forests, as  they are all complex biotopes.

Please  share one nature experience that has been significant to you?

Experiencing Indian Summer in the Blue Ridge Mountains, USA.

What do you wish to gain from and bring to IFTDays 2020?

I am looking forward to hearing about the current trends in forest therapy, 
networking with the scientific community and the attending people. I will be sharing 
my knowledge on basic research on forest effects on health.


